**Definition of Do It Yourself Urbanism Projects:**

- are implemented by individuals or small groups and which do not require major capital investments or oversight by public agencies

- promote creative alteration of public space for the common good.**

- highlight perceived problems or shortcomings in the public space

- encourage spontaneity and whimsy in the use of public space

- are frequently interactive in use and interpretation

- maintain personal safety for users and the public

- are largely custom made and not reliant on pre-manufactured components

- do not promote religious or political intolerance nor rely on graphic expression of sexual or violent content

- do not require a permanent change in public space but may point to medium or long term improvements to address the issues identified

** For the purposes of this competition, public space is defined as that property owned by a public agency. It is the responsibility of the entrant to determine the ownership of proposed project sites. Only project proposals for public sites are eligible for judging. Entrants are encouraged to avoid trespassing on private property and to use the utmost caution in accessing public property in the process of completing this work.**